
The FOOD-TRAK® 

Cloud Service gives 

you the full capabilities 

of the FOOD-TRAK 

System without 

worrying about 

hardware, software, 

backups or upgrades.

CLOUD SERVICE 
A HOSTED SOLUTION

Rapid changes in technology and the constant upgrading of software has forced companies of all sizes to consider the advantages of hosted systems.   
Get the immediate benefit of the system without budgeting for equipment, software or the IT staff to maintain it.  Reap the benefits of nightly backups, 
uninterrupted service, updated software and the ability to make configuration changes easily and quickly.  Clients and prospects are opting for the 
FOOD-TRAK Cloud Service in ever-increasing numbers, as it clearly represents the future of computing. 
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OVERVIEW

The Cloud Service has gained tremendous popularity in recent years due to its convenience, flexibility, and cost benefits. The software and your data 
resides on massive datacenters (we use Rackspace – one of the largest datacenter providers in the world).  These computers are maintained 24/7, 
they are supported by huge generator-backed alternative power sources, the datacenter is government-certified for security, their broadband access 
is virtually unlimited, and they achieve nearly 100% uptime.  The Cloud Service model eliminates the need to maintain the software, computers, 
networks and IT staff to support the application. 

HOW IT WORKS

• Eliminates the need for servers, operating system and SQL software licenses

• No need to budget for hardware obsolescence or computer upgrades to support newer, more complex versions of FOOD-TRAK

• Run FOOD-TRAK from any computer running Chrome, Edge, Safari or Firefox – work from home, the office or on the road

• Lower your labor cost. No IT staff required to maintain the servers or apply software updates. We handle all updates and hardware

• You will always be running the most current version of the software

• Ultimate flexibility –  Add or remove modules at will – the system can expand or contract as needed with just a phone call

• Automatic nightly back-up

• Take advantage of features only available through the hosted version


